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Investment managers

Risk Factors
The views expressed in this communication are those of the Global Stewardship Team and should
not be considered as advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold a particular investment. They
reflect personal opinion and should not be taken as statements of fact nor should any reliance be
placed on them when making investment decisions.
This communication was produced and approved in June 2020 and has not been updated
subsequently. It represents views held at the time of writing and may not reflect current thinking.
Potential for Profit and Loss
All investment strategies have the potential for profit and loss, your or your clients’ capital may
be at risk. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
Stock Examples
Any stock examples and images used in this communication are not intended to represent
recommendations to buy or sell, neither is it implied that they will prove profitable in the future.
It is not known whether they will feature in any future portfolio produced by us. Any individual
examples will represent only a small part of the overall portfolio and are inserted purely to help
illustrate our investment style.
This communication contains information on investments which does not constitute independent
research. Accordingly, it is not subject to the protections afforded to independent research, but is
classified as advertising under Art 68 of the Financial Services Act (‘FinSA’) and Baillie Gifford
and its staff may have dealt in the investments concerned.
Baillie Gifford Global Stewardship Fund Annual Past Performance
to 30 September each year (Net %)

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Global Stewardship Fund

24.4

22.7

-1.7

60.4

16.6

MSCI AC World Index +2%

17.8

15.8

10.1

7.9

25.2

IA Global Sector Average

14.9

11.6

6.0

7.2

23.2

Source: FE. Class B accumulation shares, rebased in pounds sterling. Returns reflect the annual charges but exclude any initial charge paid.
The fund launched on 7 December 2015.
The manager believes the MSCI AC World Index + 2% is an appropriate benchmark given the investment policy of the fund and the approach
taken by the manager when investing. In addition, the manager believes an appropriate performance comparison for this fund is the Investment
Association Global Sector. More details on the fund can be found at www.bailliegifford.com

We have used the Global Stewardship Fund, a UK OEIC, as an example to show performance.
Please contact us if you would like additional performance details. Past performance is not a
guide to future returns.

All information is sourced from Baillie Gifford & Co and is current unless otherwise stated.
The images used in this document are for illustrative purposes only.
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Welcome

Welcome
Global Stewardship does not aim to be your usual ESG (environmental, social and governance)
strategy, it strives to be more. In this context, we would like to suggest that ESG would better
be thought of as ‘Engagement, Sustainability and Governance’, because these are the three key
areas that responsible investors should be concerned with if they are to be good owners of great
businesses. That’s why we’ve chosen to add “Engagement” to the title of this year’s report, as it is
only by being active investors, by working alongside companies and assessing not just ESG risks
but ESG opportunities, that we can hope to deliver strong returns for our clients over the long term.
This year’s report starts with a lively Q&A, which explains the strategy’s approach to investing
responsibly. We explain why those positive opportunities mean more to us than exclusions. We take
a look under the bonnet with some in-depth thematic case studies. This is followed by a recap of our
engagement activities over the year, along with our proxy voting record. And after imagining what
a net zero world might look like in 2050, we end with some interesting data on the portfolio’s
carbon footprint.
We hope you find this report useful and informative. We welcome your feedback on the topics
covered in these pages, and indeed those you would like to see covered in future editions.
Iain McCombie
Partner and member of the Global Stewardship Portfolio Construction Group.
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How we Invest

How we Invest
Global Stewardship is a sustainable growth fund. We aim to
generate excellent long-term returns for our clients by investing
in companies aligned with the needs of a successful, sustainable
society. We take a holistic approach: seeking the transformative
companies creating innovative solutions but, just as importantly,
allocating capital to those that can generate scale in these new
products and processes, or show outright leadership as good
corporate citizens. We analyse our investments rigorously with
a view to capturing the complexity of stakeholder balance.
There are corporate behaviours and impacts that we view as
incompatible with our investment perspective, and there will
be companies we chose not to own as a result. However, there
will be others where we will gladly engage to release the
positive contribution they can make to society and stakeholders.
The businesses we target are, by definition, rare. We use a highly
experienced team of investors and governance professionals who,
working together, carry out in-depth financial, environmental,
social and governance analysis, as well as collaborating on active
company engagement. Combined, this is our contribution to
the underlying purpose of effective, responsible capitalism.

Good Stewardship is:
— Investing in support of a successful, sustainable society
— Seeking long-term growth through responsible businesses
— Engaging to enhance the positive contribution of businesses
over time

Good Stewardship aims to deliver:
— Superior returns from a portfolio you can be proud of
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How we Invest

Baillie Gifford
Founded in

1908

11

43

Still our home today

Edinburgh

partners

706

offices around the world

clients
40

new clients per
year over 5 years

Global Stewardship

72

portfolio
holdings

27

institutional clients

29

separate engagements with company management

As at 31 December 2019.
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271

investment
professionals

£219bn
assets under management and advice

65

of assets managed for clients
outside the UK

£735m

assets under
management

11

engagement priorities

20

Governance and
Sustainability experts

18.3

p.a. return since our inception in 2015*

811
740

votes at Annual
General Meetings

8

cast
abstentions
in favour

60

cast
against

3

no
votes

*Source: FE. Class B accumulation shares, pounds sterling, net of fees. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.
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A Question of Governance

A Question of
Governance
Marianne Harper Gow (MHG), a specialist in Baillie
Gifford’s Governance and Sustainability Team is used
to fielding difficult questions on ESG matters, whether
it’s from institutional investors, regulators or industry
bodies across the globe. In this question and answer
session, Marianne turns the tables on two of Global
Stewardship’s Portfolio Construction Group (PCG),
putting Andrew Cave (AC), Head of Governance
and Sustainability, and Iain McCombie (IADM),
investment manager and Baillie Gifford partner on
the spot regarding the strategy and their beliefs on
ESG matters.
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Marianne
Harper Gow

Andrew
Cave

Iain
McCombie

Governance and
Sustainability
Specialist

Head of Governance
and Sustainability

Investment Manager,
Baillie Gifford
Partner

Marianne is a specialist in
Baillie Gifford’s Governance
and Sustainability Team.
Her role involves engaging
with institutional investors,
regulators and industry bodies
across the globe on challenging
topics such as climate change,
dual class share structures and
human capital management.
She is regularly invited to
speak at conferences and events
across the globe, particularly
in Asia.

Andrew joined Baillie Gifford
as head of Governance and
Sustainability in May 2015.
Soon after he became a member
of the Global Stewardship
Portfolio Construction Group.
In his previous role as chief
sustainability officer for RBS,
Andrew was responsible for
helping to rebuild RBS’s
approach to corporate
responsibility after the financial
crisis. He is a member of the
Financial Reporting Council’s
Investor Advisory Group and is
a former chairman of the UK
Global Compact Network.
Andrew graduated MA in
History from the University
of Edinburgh in 1999 and MSc
in International Development
from London’s School of
Oriental and African Studies
(SOAS) in 2001. He has
subsequently obtained a
Postgraduate Diploma in
Sustainable Business from
the University of Cambridge.

Iain came up with the idea to
launch a sustainable growth
strategy in 2014. At the time
he was the firm’s chief of
investment staff and, as such,
was well placed to select a team
of regional experts to join him
in his new venture. Iain became
a partner of the firm in 2005
and is also lead manager of our
UK Core strategy. He initially
joined Baillie Gifford in 1994
and spent five years training
as an investment manager in
the US Equities Team before
joining the UK Equity Team
in 1999. Iain graduated MA
in Accountancy from the
University of Aberdeen and
subsequently trained as a
chartered accountant.
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A Question of Governance

MHG: You have both been involved with the
Global Stewardship strategy since its inception and
so my first question is about how you think about
sustainability in broad terms? Have your views
evolved over the five-year life of the strategy?

adds to society, that it treats its stakeholders well and
has a positive corporate culture. This is not about
box ticking and demanding that every answer is
affirmative, but these are issues we need to be clear
about when evaluating a stock.

AC: Sustainability for me is about living within clear
planetary boundaries and in a way which shares the
benefits of progress widely. With respect to the world
of business, it is about making profits today in a way
that doesn’t undermine (and ideally enhances) the
ability to make profits in the future. I don’t think my
views on these issues have evolved over the five years,
but they have become more resolute with respect
to the importance of addressing these issues in the
investment industry.

Another important process improvement is that we’ve
also made explicit what was previously implicit in our
investment process by formally excluding six ‘sin’
sectors - gambling, tobacco, alcohol, weapons, adult
entertainment and fossil fuels. While those types of
companies would never have made it in anyway –
they’re certainly not ‘sustainable’ but its unlikely
they’ll be ‘growth’ either – adding these exclusions
gives our clients comfort as it means we can tell
them the areas we categorically will not allocate
their capital to.

IADM: Have our views evolved? The honest answer
is yes and no. When I say ‘no’ I mean it in the sense
that we set the strategy up five years ago asking
ourselves ‘what do we think mainstream clients will
ask of their global equity mandates?’. Our answer was
they will want an integrated approach to stewardship
which is what we’ve done for five years. However,
while we think we were right to focus on integration,
you’ve also got to acknowledge that expectations for a
sustainable investment fund have increased, so we’ve
had to keep challenging ourselves to get even better to
try to meet and even exceed expectations, while still
trying to deliver great investment returns. We firmly
believed back then that investing responsibly was the
best way to achieve that and, if anything, we hold that
view even more firmly now.
MHG: Have the philosophy, processes and
procedures around the investment research and
the inner workings of the PCG changed in light
of what you’ve said?
IADM: That’s the acid test! Actions not words.
We made two notable process enhancements in
2019. Firstly, we have tried to sharpen our focus on
societal and environmental opportunities provided by
companies when evaluating investments by adding
three positive inclusion factors when writing up
our individual company research notes. What we’re
trying to do is to make it clearer what this company

MHG: I am concerned about the proliferation
of global ESG strategies and the real risks of
‘greenwashing’. How do you determine what is
acceptable to hold in the portfolio? Or maybe
more simply, how do you evaluate the materiality
of ESG-based issues and then incorporate this into
your valuation?
AC: A simple way to think about our approach is that
we want to be ‘good owners of good businesses’,
and that ultimately this approach will help them to
do very well over the long term. We use a number of
different ‘filters’ to determine whether an idea meets
the appropriate bar for a responsible growth fund. In
addition to the positive inclusion factor tests and the
ethical restrictions that Iain mentioned, the dedicated
Governance and Sustainability analysts who work
on the Global Stewardship fund undertake a separate
Responsible Investment analysis of all new buy ideas
that are brought to the group. Nothing goes into the
portfolio without that independent review, and I am
also a decision maker on the Portfolio Constriction
Group. Finally, being an ‘active owner’ of our
holdings is a key part of the proposition, using our
position as an equity investor to challenge and support
companies to keep improving on ESG. To do this with
rigour we maintain an engagement priority list which
is regularly discussed with the investment team.
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A Question of Governance

MHG: I have been rude about ESG
ratings agencies in the past, and I know
you both have concerns. The Global
Stewardship portfolio doesn’t score well.
Does that concern you?
IADM: I’m not sure my views of ESG
rating metrics are printable! In our view,
the agencies are adopting an overlysimplistic framework. They are trying to
make a science out of an art. The output
of this methodology is at times illogical
where some less well-known companies
we own that are clearly doing good for
society are branded ‘poor’ for not ticking
some boxes, whereas some well-known
polluters who promise to do better get big
ticks in the box using their framework.
Madness!

AC: The key issue for me is that there is
an enormous methodological flaw with
the current crop of ESG ratings providers:
they just assess ‘ESG risks’ rather than
looking at opportunities, and even that part
isn’t objective. All companies basically
start in the same place regardless of the
social utility of their core products, and are
then marked down on a range of different
headings. Disclosure from companies is
also still very limited, and companies that
haven’t invested in sustainability reporting
or mastered the ‘exam technique’ of
disclosure get marked down, regardless of
their underlying performance. Those with
the best reports and the least ‘material
ESG risks’ are identified as ‘sustainability
leaders’ irrespective of their actual net
impact on society.

It is because of this deeply compromised
approach that you can end up in a situation
where companies making life-saving
microscopic heart pumps (Abiomed) or
emission-free vehicles (Tesla) can be
judged to be ‘less sustainable’ than oil
companies, fast food chains or even big
tobacco. How would we even begin to
explain this to someone outside of the
ESG industry echo chamber? No wonder
Iain gets mad about it! There is a better
approach. In almost any walk of life you
quickly encounter fundamental problems
if you only focus on risks, rather than
weighing these up against the opportunities
– investing, going to the doctor’s surgery,
or even commuting to work – responsible
investing is no different.
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MHG: I meet clients from different
countries with diverse views on the
relevance and materiality of governance
and sustainability matters. But there
are three themes I am consistently asked
about everywhere I go. Could you give
me a quick soundbite on each from the
perspective of Global Stewardship:
1. Climate change – how have your
considerations of carbon emissions and
climate influenced portfolio composition?
IADM – we are in the fortunate position
of our portfolio’s carbon emissions being
a fraction of the index. Because we are
looking for growth companies with good
stewardship credentials then implicitly we
are fishing in the subset of companies that
are far less likely to be part of the problem.
With the direction of travel towards an
increasing social, and therefore political,
will to fight the climate crisis I think it
is unlikely fossil fuel companies will be
growth companies from here on out. In
fact, those that fail to adapt may well be
facing an existential crisis.
2. Data governance and digital trust – how
do you incorporate a company’s approach
to data governance into its valuation or
holding size?
AC: This is a complex area. Big tech is
everywhere and increasingly hard-wired
into our daily lives, if you think about the
growth of 5G and connected devices,
for example. What I’d say is that we
absolutely factor these issues into our
analysis of tech companies, and we’ve
encouraged holdings where we have some
influence to take these issues seriously.
I’d also emphasise that we fundamentally
try to look at the ESG opportunities and
not just on some of the undoubted risks.
It may be controversial for a sustainable
investment fund, but we also have to
recognise that some of these big tech
companies have done some amazingly
good things for consumers and society.
That is often overlooked, but looking
for the upside is very much part of our
philosophy in Global Stewardship.
For example, Alphabet alone has nine
products with over 1 billion users – it is

hard to imagine modern life without the
functionality and utility of Google Maps.
Every day, WhatsApp connects millions of
communities and sports clubs, as well as
far-flung families like my own.
Looking forward, though, it’s an absolute
research priority for us to define the
disclosures and metrics that will enable us
to engage more effectively on Big Data.
We’re already a way down a similar road
on energy and carbon – we know it’s
complex and it needs good analysis to
reach the right conclusions – and we know
that sometimes investors will need to push
the companies to keep in best alignment
with society, regulators and long-term
shareholders.
3. Governance in China – is there any?
IADM: Marianne you are being very
provocative! It is too easy to generalise
about one country, particularly when there
are lots of problems in many Anglo-Saxon
companies. That said, there are challenges
that are unique to China and our careful
stock picking approach means that our
exposure is not huge as many companies
there do not fit our criteria. However,
we think there are some very interesting
companies with wonderful opportunities to
grow, and where they do satisfy our higher
bar for responsibility, we own them in
Global Stewardship.
The beauty of our approach is that we
don’t invest in China as a whole, we
invest in a selection of the best Chinese
companies. Alibaba is our largest holding
in the region and it is exemplary when it
comes to corporate governance. In 2009,
10 years after it was founded, Jack Ma
asked his 18 co-founders to resign and
reapply for their jobs as they switched
to a partnership structure designed to
ensure the company outlived him.
It has a nuanced take on stakeholder
relations, saying publicly that its priorities
are “customers first, employees second,
shareholders third”. You might think we
wouldn’t like this, but we do – if they
get the first two things right, the
shareholder returns will come. Come to
think about it, this is another example of

where a shallow, superficial look at a
company by a rating agency would see a
company with a great corporate culture
excluded from your portfolio.
MHG: We’ve covered a lot of subject
areas. My understanding from our
discussion is that the strategy has
evolved in its five-year life; you both
have a strong commitment to doing the
right thing for the right reasons (you
are not looking to tick boxes or score
well); and you have better answers to
the three themes I am most often asked
about than me!
IADM: You’re being too kind. I think
you’ve rightly highlighted a lot of the
challenges and worries about responsible
investing and asking what we’re doing
about it. What I’d like to leave with you
and the readers is an upbeat message:
notwithstanding all the challenges, we
think you can generate great returns by
investing sustainably.
Fundamentally, Global Stewardship
differs from so many funds in the
responsible sector in our philosophy and
approach asking up front ‘what can go
right?’ and ‘what are the opportunities for
the companies in our portfolio to generate
superior returns?’ As Andrew highlighted,
worrying too much about risks and the
downside to an investment case blinds
you to this. A colleague of mine once said
that “equities are a warrant on human
ingenuity”. Don’t ever forget that!
Indeed, with Global Stewardship you have
a highly experienced team that is committed
to finding and owning companies in our
portfolio that are run by talented people,
that do good things for its customers and
society, and that also generate great value
for its owners. I know there is widespread
cynicism in my industry about whether
you can do both, but that scepticism
actually proves why we do what we
do: such companies are indeed rare and
precious, which is why we spend so much
time trying to identify them. The rewards
for clients have proven this so far and in
the longer term, we hope, they will be
even more significant.
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The Upside –
Reasons for Optimism in
Responsible Investing
In the last 20 years the proportion of people living on less than $2 a day
– the World Bank’s definition of extreme poverty – has halved.
On average, 60 per cent of girls in lower income countries now finish school.
Literacy rates globally top 85 per cent, something helped greatly by almost
universal access to information.
And life expectancy worldwide has almost doubled since the beginning of
the 20th century to more than 72 years.

These are wonderful news stories.
Yet, this positive trajectory towards health
and prosperity is a surprise to many.
Professor Hans Rosling, the sadly deceased
global health expert and data visionary,
focused his life’s work on dispelling
common myths about global development.
Presenting around the world, he would
repeatedly ask our most powerful politicians,
successful entrepreneurs and thoughtful
academics questions about the world we live
in today – perceptions of poverty, literacy
and life expectancy – and they repeatedly
and unanimously underestimated the
progress made in almost every single area.
Rosling’s questions were based on statistics
from reputable sources such as the World
Health Organisation and the International
Monetary Fund. Their answers are
well-documented and publicly available.
So, how can it be that the most influential
people in the world, the people who are in

Image source: © TT News Agency/PA Images

charge of our most important public policy
decisions, the people who declare wars and
broker peace deals, could be blind to such
astonishing progress? Surely, they should
have a pretty good handle on the state of
current affairs. Indeed, they have a duty to
remain informed.
The answer is simple; they too are subjected
to a daily onslaught of the only type
of news that sells – bad news. This is
something we are all too familiar with.
From the Global Financial Crisis, to
Brexit, and now Covid-19, negative
headlines dominate. This tendency to focus
on the downside is part of human nature
– we have evolved to pay attention to threat
and to risk; to anticipate, and therefore
avoid, the woolly mammoth stampede.
Psychologists call the phenomenon loss
aversion and it was a very useful instinct
for homo erectus.
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Extreme Poverty Rate from 1800 to Today
100

94%
76%

% of Population

80

51%

60

56%

40

44%

20
0

24%

1820

10%

2015

Living in poverty

Living in extreme poverty

Less than $1.90 per day

Source: Bourguignon and Morrisson (2002) and World Bank (PovcalNet) (2015).
All data are adjusted for inflation over time and for price differences between countries (PPP adjustment).

Literate and Illiterate World Population

1800

2016
Illiterate world poulation

Literate world population

Source: Our World in Data based on OECD and UNESCO (2016).
Population 15 years and older.

Average Life Expectancy from 1800 to Today
Americas
World
Africa

Global
average life
expectancy

c.29
years

1820

2015

Source: Life expectancy – James Riley for data 1990 and earlier; WHO and World Bank for later
data (by Max Roser).

Global
average life
expectancy

c.72
years
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However, loss aversion is an extremely unhelpful instinct for equity
investors. We operate in a world where the downside is limited but
the upside is unbounded. It may sound slightly nonchalant, but the
maximum loss an equity investor can make on a bad call in
relation to a specific stock is just 100 per cent of capital invested.
Yet they can make 200, 300, 400 per cent or more if they get it right.
In a diversified portfolio, this is entirely tolerable. Indeed, it is an
entirely logical risk to take.
For this reason, a focus on the upside, while contrary to human
nature, is rational when building an equity portfolio. It’s why we
strive to focus on what might go right, rather than what might go
wrong. We have certainly made some bad investments in our time
(see chart) and we will surely do so again. However, if we pick a
handful of winners and hold them in size for long periods their
impact on returns will far outweigh the mistakes.

Embracing the Asymmetry of Returns
Tableau
Netflix
Shopify
adidas
MarketAxess
Mastercard
Nintendo
Yaskawa Electric
TSMC
Amazon.com
Baidu.com
Chipotle Mexican Grill
Novo Nordisk
Just Group
Aryzta Ag
Lyft Inc
Cosmo Pharmaceuticals
Burford Capital
TripAdvisor
Aryzta
-100

-50

0

50

100

Source: Baillie Gifford
From inception (31 December 2015) to 31 December 2019. Absolute returns top and bottom 10 stocks.
Some stocks were only held for part of the period.

Past performance is not a guide to future returns.

150

200

250

300
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Negativity is a trap that haunts responsible investing – far too
many long-only equity investors are focussed on mitigating
risks by ticking boxes labelled E, S and G. Frankly, avoiding
the potential for harm in this way appears bewitchingly straightforward. A simple screening process can exclude companies
trading in areas seen as “beyond the pale” – such as tobacco,
arms, alcohol and (most recently) fossil fuel extraction. We do this
in Global Stewardship, but that takes only circa 350 companies
out of an investable universe of circa 6,000. The hard part is
getting from the remaining 5,650 companies down to a portfolio
of 70-100 sustainable winners.
For this reason, it is our belief that equity investors should be
more focussed on the opportunities presented by responsible
investment, on finding the small number of companies that are
growing because of their responsible credentials. This is why
we expend the vast majority of our research effort on the much
harder task of finding great sustainable growth businesses that
add value to society, balance the needs of all stakeholders and
exhibit a culture of responsible business.
These are companies like Pacira Biosciences which has a longlasting painkiller that shortens hospital stays (saving money
for healthcare systems and providing better patient outcomes)
and, crucially, offers a non-opioid alternative to morphine.
The company benefits from dual growth drivers – its treatment
has fantastic economics and it also has the weight of political
and social will behind its drive to be the painkiller of choice in

surgical settings. Or, there’s Swedish ground source heat pump
manufacturer NIBE, which manufactures a device which can heat a
residential building with less than half the emissions of a gas-fired
boiler. In Sweden, these devices are the norm and the company
has a 70 per cent market share. In the US, the corresponding
figure is just one per cent and so there is huge potential for growth.
Again, dual opportunities, financial and environmental.
These responsible growth businesses are exceptionally hard to find.
For that reason, we have a team of specialist investors combing
their respective regions for the very few investment ideas that
satisfy our criteria. Each investor considers a series of positive
inclusion factors in the course of their company analysis, and we
also have three governance and sustainability specialists on our
Portfolio Construction Group. This integration brings a rigorous
understanding of governance best practice, and the broader social
and environmental themes driving the long-term risks and
opportunities for global business. These are not afterthoughts in
our search for good stewardship. To the long-term upsidefocussed investor, they raise issues of equal importance and
cannot be separated.
We do this not because we want to force our own moral convictions
on our clients, but because we believe it is the best way to generate
superior investment returns in the long run. This has been our
experience in the five years we’ve been running the Global
Stewardship strategy and it is backed up by the overwhelming
weight of academic evidence.
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The Link Between ESG and CFP
(Corporate Financial Performance)
62.6%

47.9%

6.9%

Share of positive findings
Vote-count studies

8.0%

Share of negative findings

Media studies

Source Friede, Busch, Bassen (December 2015)

Researchers at the University of Hamburg carried out analysis
of 2,000 pieces of academic research which examined the link
between a company’s ESG credentials and its corporate financial
performance dating as far back as 1970. They found a positive link
that has strengthened further in recent years.

At Baillie Gifford, we’ve known this to be the case for some time.
We are long term – our average holding period is five years – so
we’ve always taken a broader view than simple maximisation of
immediate shareholder value. If a company is not contributing
positively to society and considering all stakeholders, it might not
survive to the end of our time horizon. We’re seeing this unfold
before our very eyes at present as society’s increasing expectations
of corporations and an ever-greater political will to fight the climate
crisis sees fossil fuel producers increasingly ostracised. A world
of 24/7 news coverage and social media scrutiny has accelerated
the market’s recognition of the existential risks to be addressed by
this sector. For us, it’s relatively easy to exclude the group in its
entirety. Significant capital reallocation might bring them back
onto our radar, but that’s a hard ask of any incumbent, hence our
preference to own the responsible disruptor – companies like Zoom,
which seems to have perfected video communications and will
soon be putting airlines out of business as a result; Lyft, which
promises to turn parking lots into green space by sweating auto
assets harder through ride sharing; or Alphabet and its potential to
drive the connectivity that will be so important to transforming
energy efficiency .
So, here’s a good news story to end on – you can support businesses
that are helping solve the climate crisis, that are tackling some of
society’s biggest issues and that are doing so with appropriate
governance structures. What’s more we believe that, in doing so,
you will suffer no virtue discount. Exceptional investment returns
are possible by investing responsibly. There’s something to be
optimistic about.
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Investing for
ESG Opportunities
As we have said, excluding harmful sectors from Global Stewardship’s investible universe is a
small part of what we do. The real challenge lies in uncovering those exceptional companies that
are fully embracing ESG opportunities. While the head of our firm’s Governance and Sustainability
Team is a Global Stewardship Team member, it is ultimately the responsibility of our investors
to propose companies which satisfy our criteria. In 2019, we sharpened our research framework
by introducing three ‘Positive Inclusion Factors’ – questions we ask of every company under
consideration to assess whether they exhibit stewardship credentials that make them worthy of
inclusion in our portfolio.
These stewardship questions are a key step in our quest to identify outstanding investment opportunities.
At their heart sits the concept of stakeholder balance. In our experience, companies which balance
broader stakeholder interests are more likely to succeed in the long term, a view that is still
non-consensus in the investment world. Our industry subscribes to a narrower view of corporate
purpose called ‘shareholder value’. This concept, and the associated ‘agency model’, were born in
academia in the 1970s. Milton Friedman, one of the original architects of this theory, viewed
corporate ‘social responsibility’ as a socialist construct. When Jensen and Meckling went on to
further develop agency theory in their paper ‘Theory of the Firm’, they insisted that shareholders
want business to be conducted in a way that maximises their own economic return.
What’s missing from Jensen and Meckling’s paper is a discussion of investor time horizon, or any
notion that shareholders’ interests might not be uniform. In the ensuing decades, the agency model
has been hijacked by short-term shareholders in pursuit of their own agendas, with activist investors
being a case in point. Corporate management have bowed to a specific class of shareholder for fear of
being in breach of fiduciary duty, and corporate structures have been set up to appease their interests.
The stakeholder conflicts that Friedman and others’ work sought to resolve are, in our view, time
horizon contingent. Indeed, the disharmony between short-term and long-term shareholders is
very often more acute than the tension between long-term shareholders and other stakeholders.
Over sufficiently long horizons, the interests of all stakeholders become aligned. Whilst it’s possible
to engage in wealth transfer between different stakeholders in the short term, the long-term
consequences are rarely good for anyone.
A natural conclusion to the above is that good stewardship, as defined by the consideration of
broader stakeholder interests, is inextricably linked to long-termism. One of the reasons why such
considerations have become so neglected is because of a lack of long-term thinking on the part of
shareholders and consequently, management teams. For example, a survey of 400 chief financial
officers found that over three-quarters of them would give up economic value in exchange for
smooth earnings. In Global Stewardship, we aim to identify and own responsible companies that
think and act long term. What follows are some examples of companies from a range of geographies
and industries that we believe demonstrate exemplary stewardship, each summarised using our new
three-factor framework.
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Case Study

Amazon
Gary Robinson
Global Stewardship Portfolio
Construction Group Member
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In Global Stewardship, we aim to identify and own
responsible companies that think and act long term.
One such company is Amazon, our largest holding.
From the very first letter to shareholders in 1997,
CEO Jeff Bezos has been clear that “it’s all about
the long term”. In this original letter, which has
been republished alongside every shareholder letter
since, he promised to “continue to make investment
decisions in light of long-term market leadership
considerations rather than short-term profitability
considerations or short-term Wall Street reactions”.
Over two decades later, there is strong evidence to
support the contention that Amazon has lived up to
these promises.
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Case Study – Amazon

Does it add value
for society?

Does it balance the needs of
all stakeholders?

Amazon is an agent of change. It aims to
meet customer needs by, “innovating new
solutions to make things easier, faster, better,
and more cost effective.” The company’s
two main divisions – ecommerce and cloud
computing – are on the leading edge of
paradigm shifts which are making society
more efficient. It is clearly more efficient
to centralise inventory and send it to
customers when it is needed (ecommerce)
than to store and display it locally
(bricks-and-mortar). It is clearly more
efficient to pool IT resource and allow
customers to tap into it on demand (cloud
computing) than to have each customer
build infrastructure to serve their own needs
(on-premise enterprise IT). Both efforts
ought to be better for the climate too.
For example, research conducted at
Carnegie Mellon’s Green Design Institute
estimated that if customers chose to shop
solely online it would lead to a 35 per cent
drop in carbon emissions. A 451-research
report found that moving on-premise
workloads to the cloud could lower the per
workload carbon footprint by over 80 per
cent for the median surveyed company.

Amazon majors on “customer obsession”
– it aims “to be earth’s most customercentric company”. There are anecdotes to
the contrary but the weight of objective
evidence (for example, net promoter
score or market share) suggests that
Amazon has done an outstanding job
here. Amazon’s customers value price,
selection and convenience. The company
has continued to improve on all three as
it has grown. A recent example of this
is the roll out of one-day delivery in
the US. While very good for customer
convenience, this initiative has required
substantial up-front investment, which has
weighed on profitability. With moves like
this and many others like it, Amazon has
consistently shown that it is not afraid to
forgo short-term earnings in the pursuit of
long-term gain.

In 2019, Amazon co-founded ‘The Climate
Pledge’, a commitment to meet the terms
of the Paris Agreement 10 years early.
As part of this commitment, the company
has ordered 100,000 electric delivery vans
from Rivian, due to be on the road by the
end of 2022. This is an astonishing figure,
almost on a par with the scale of UPS’
global package delivery fleet.

“We’re done with being in
the middle of the herd on this
issue – we’ve decided to use
our size and scale to make a
difference”. Jeff Bezos

Amazon has also committed to spend $700
million retraining 100,000 of its US
workers to carry out skilled jobs by 2025,
a welcome step given the increasing use
of automation in the company’s facilities.
More recently, Amazon has started to
‘gamify’ its warehouses to alleviate the
tedium. None of these things individually
represents “an answer” to the challenges
of warehouse work but they do represent
evidence of long-term thinking and
improving stewardship on the part
of Amazon.

Does it exhibit a culture of
responsible business?

Amazon is far from perfect. There will
always be major challenges and room for
improvement in a company of this scale.
For example, at times the company’s
customer obsession has arguably come at
the expense of the interests of merchants.
With growing scale and success, Amazon’s Furthermore, the emergence of advertising
operating practices have rightly come under revenue as a key value driver brings
potential conflicts with customer interests.
growing scrutiny. In Global Stewardship,
Rather than dictating what the answers to
as active owners, we are interested in the
company’s approach to working conditions, these challenges are, what’s critical for us
data security and privacy, anti-competitive is evidence of a constructive attitude and
a desire to think long term and improve.
practices and global tax management.
Amazon is world class in this regard.
Should the company fail to navigate these
issues appropriately, its ultimate potential
could be compromised by volatile regulatory Amazon is a large company and it has
come under intense scrutiny, particularly
interventions and/or customer disquiet.
in recent years. One thing of note has been
This long-term perspective underpins
the company’s willingness to listen, learn
our engagements.
and respond. On this topic, Bezos has said:
One area which has received a lot of focus is “Large entities deserve to be inspected and
scrutinized. Inside Amazon we talk about
Amazon’s warehouse working conditions.
this, I say ‘we are a large corporation, we
Warehouse work is unskilled labour.
deserve to be inspected’”. Also, “We have
The job is demanding and repetitive and,
to conduct ourselves so when we are
for most, it will never be as rewarding or
scrutinized we pass with flying colors.”
fulfilling as a software engineering job at
Perhaps a litmus test for good stewardship
corporate headquarters. Nevertheless,
Amazon is striving to improve. For example, might be to consider whether we’d be
the company has become more transparent better off as a society with more or fewer
and is offering public tours of its warehouses ‘companies like this’. And Global
Stewardship think we could do with
(several Baillie Gifford employees have
more Amazons, not fewer.
participated in these tours). More tangibly,
in late 2018 the company raised its US
minimum wage to $15 in what was a
meaningful and bold step.
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Case Study

Kubota
Matthew Brett
Global Stewardship Portfolio
Construction Group Member

© Kubota

Kubota is a Japanese agricultural and construction
machinery business. It is one of the global leaders
in agricultural machinery where it has sales of over
$10 billion a year. It also has about 15 per cent
of total sales in water treatment equipment.
It was founded in 1890 and is headquartered in
Osaka, Japan.
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Case Study – Kubota

Will the company add value
for society over the long
term?
As a manufacturer of agricultural
(and construction) machinery, Kubota’s
equipment helps society to function
more efficiently, which frees up labour
to engage in more value-added activities.
Specifically, the Asian rice-orientated part
of the business is helping to significantly
improve economic efficiency by reducing
the hours that need to be worked on the land,
sometimes dramatically. For example,
a Kubota rice transplanter reduces
labour hours to do the job by a factor of
ten. Meanwhile, small efficient tractors
are helping to incrementally improve
agricultural efficiency in developed
markets. Beyond this, Kubota has been
developing autonomous agricultural
machinery under the banner of the
‘Kubota Smart Agri System’ which
promises to improve yield and labour
efficiency further.

Does it balance the needs
of all key stakeholders?
As a long-established Japanese company,
it does not have any significant individual
or family shareholding and is run by
professional management. The board has
three independent outsiders, one more
than the Japanese Corporate Governance
Code recommendation of two. While being
mindful of different corporate cultures
it would be a positive if the board was
more independent. As is common among
Japanese manufacturers, workers are
empowered to suggest improvements
and labour relations are good. Success
has been shared with shareholders; the
dividend has been raised from 12 to 38
yen per share over the past 10 years and
additionally the total share count reduced
by 4.1 per cent.

Does the company exhibit
responsible business
practices and management
attitudes?
The business is a straightforward
manufacturer focused on core human
agricultural mechanisation. In common
with many Japanese manufacturers,
the ‘monozukuri’ approach to
manufacturing emphasises efficiency
and waste minimisation. One issue is
that in the past the company falsified
inspection reports of test data for rollingmill rolls and compressor cylinder liners.
This type of issue sometimes arise in
Japanese companies where there is a
lot of pressure on middle management
to meet ambitious quality targets. It has
since been resolved and Kubota was
not found to be breaking the law – the
data falsification related to meeting
client requirements. On environmental
efforts, the company has clear goals to
reduce CO2, energy consumption, waste
discharge, water consumption and volatile
organic compound emissions. It seems
to be making reasonable progress on all
fronts. Furthermore, its focus on fuelefficient engines puts it in a good position
compared with competitors from countries
with less stringent standards.
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Case Study

adidas
Josie Bentley
Global Stewardship Portfolio
Construction Group Member

© Adidas

adidas has come a long way from a Bavarian
brothers’ shoe factory in the 1920s. It has grown to
be one of the world’s largest sportswear companies,
number two only to Nike. This is a European
company with global scope. Its annual sales are
comfortably over 20 billion euros and around half
of profits now come from customers in
Asia Pacific.
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Case Study – adidas

Will the company add value
for society over the long
term?
At first, I was sceptical. adidas often
mentions the value of sport in society but,
true as that may be, the company itself
does not create sport. adidas is a premium
leisure brand, unaffordable to many; it has
a dubious claim to increasing widespread
participation in fitness. On top of this,
the trend towards “athleisure” positions
adidas as much as a fashion brand as a
technical sportswear retailer. This leads to
questions around fast fashion and waste.
The main positive is that adidas is driving
innovation. Its investments are pushing
forward footwear and apparel design,
performance, materials and manufacturing
techniques. For example, over the past
five years adidas has been working to
develop a fully functional sports shoe
made of recycled plastic from the ocean.
The company has overcome bottlenecks
since the prototype was launched in 2015
and last year made 11 million of these
shoes. Looking at the bigger picture,
adidas also plays an important role in
society as the employer of over 59,000
people and as a significant taxpayer.

Does it balance the needs of Does the company exhibit
all key stakeholders?
responsible business
practices and management
The key issue is supply chain. Almost all
attitudes?
manufacturing at adidas is outsourced.
The underlying facilities are mainly in
Asia – Vietnam for footwear, Cambodia
for apparel – which may invoke horrific
images of sweatshop labour. However,
adidas has disclosed a robust process for
onboarding, monitoring and engaging with
its outsourced factories. adidas has had a
human and labour rights programme in
place since 1997 and its recent efforts
have been recognised as best-in-class
by independent benchmarks. We would
expect regular, independent factory audits
as a bare minimum. Where adidas stands
out is its targeted training programmes,
whistleblowing system and long-standing
relationships with outsourced factories.
90 per cent of adidas products are
manufactured by just 45 strategic partners,
most of whom have worked with adidas
for over 17 years. These long relationships
offer adidas access and transparency,
while giving partners stability to invest and
improve conditions. adidas has developed its
own set of mandatory workplace standards.
The company is prepared to put pressure
on local governments to improve labour
rights in the countries where it operates.
That said, as investors, we are not
complacent about this topic and will
continue to monitor adidas’ supply
chain initiatives.

As well as its outsourced workforce,
adidas has a solid track record engaging
with its direct employees. adidas has run
employee feedback surveys since 2013.
It is currently rolling out a quarterly
survey across the organisation. Employee
voices are also heard at the top of the
organisation. As with many large German
companies, employee representatives make
up half of adidas’ supervisory board.

adidas has disclosed targets for reducing
water consumption, carbon emissions,
energy and waste. Encouragingly, targets
are applied not only to adidas’ direct
operations, but also its more resourceintensive Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers.
adidas achieved its 2020 targets early,
so we’ll be assessing the next set of targets
to see if they are sufficiently stretching.
adidas has shown industry-leading
commitment to recyclable and sustainablysourced materials. Beyond the upcycled
ocean plastic shoe mentioned above,
adidas has also manufactured a fully
recyclable trainer and is developing
biodegradable apparel. Individual
experiments may sound like tokens,
immaterial in the context of adidas’ global
operations. However, the company appears
to choose its initiatives for impact rather
than headline fodder. For example, the
company has committed to using only
recycled polyester in its products by 2024.
This is significant as polyester is the most
used material in adidas products.
Looking back, adidas has been a strong
performer over the past five years. As the
company looks for ways to pursue further
growth, it’s encouraging that sustainability
is front of mind. Our job as active investors
is to analyse the developments carefully
and, where applicable, encourage adidas
to be more ambitious.
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Engagement Highlights

2019 Engagement
Highlights
Company engagement takes many forms. Sometimes it can take months and
several face-to-face meetings to make progress on a complex issue, in other
instances we can gain comfort from as little as a phone call with management.
The topics in question are also diverse. The themes evident in the last year
have ranged from data privacy to carbon emissions, and from gender diversity
to corporate tax.
Coordinating our efforts in an area of complexity requires a logical framework
and the discipline to adhere to it. In Global Stewardship, our framework is our
Engagement Priority List. When considering a company for inclusion in the
portfolio, we think carefully about how it could move from good to great in our
in-depth analysis. Our overarching philosophy is that there is no such thing as
the perfect company, especially when it comes to ESG matters. Our bottom-up
analysis results in a list of portfolio holdings where we have identified a material
issue which we believe management can improve upon and where we have the
requisite influence over that management team, either by way of our clients’
significant holding or our reputation as long-term supporters of businesses.
We have made excellent progress with a number of our portfolio holdings in the
past 12 months, as the following examples illustrate. Ultimately though,
not every engagement will work out as we expect. In those instances where
a company is not achieving the high standards we expect, we will carefully
consider the case for ownership.

Alphabet – Harassment complaints and content
stewardship
Alphabet has received widespread media coverage regarding employee walkouts over its
approach to dealing with internal sexual harassment complaints. Additionally, Alphabet
has also had a number of issues relating to its approach to data governance and content
stewardship. This includes both privacy policies and third-party usage of data, as well
as issues such as the oversight of content on the YouTube platform and controls over
advertising to minors. We have taken part in several calls with the company to discuss
its approach to dealing with these issues.
While much of the company’s approach to improving standards in this area is still work
in progress, Alphabet does seem to be genuinely committed to addressing the various ESG
issues which have led to negative publicity over the past few years. We plan to engage
further in 2020 to continue pushing for tangible improvements and improved disclosure.
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Amazon – Employee working conditions and platform integrity
Employee satisfaction and workplace issues at Amazon have continued to appear in the media and online.
We met with management on a number of occasions to discuss its approach to employee relations and
working conditions, and we were reassured that ongoing changes were being made to training and incentives
for managers, and that improved staff polling techniques were helping to get much better site level data to
identify problems.
However, multiple strikes during recent ‘Black Friday’ and ‘Prime Day’ events suggest that labour relations at
the company require ongoing monitoring. We followed up on this theme extensively in 2019, including a site
visit to Amazon’s principal Scottish fulfilment centre in Dunfermline. This provided our stewardship analysts
with an opportunity to inspect working conditions first hand over several hours. While there always areas for
improvement we were reassured by what we saw on this visit.
A call with lead independent director Jonathan Rubinstein towards the end of 2019 also covered a range of
governance and sustainability points. We expressed our support for the minimum wage rises in the UK and
US operations announced in 2018, and we were encouraged to hear about the level of board engagement on
ESG issues at Amazon.
Research by our Governance and Sustainability Team had also raised questions regarding the reliability of
customer reviews on Amazon’s platform. On a governance and sustainability update call with Amazon towards
the end of 2018, the company acknowledged that there had been an increase in third-party efforts to boost
customer review scores on products. At a follow up call in early 2019, we discussed the measures being taken
to combat fake and misleading customer reviews on the website, including more extensive use of artificial
intelligence. The call was helpful and insightful, and we were encouraged by Amazon’s commitment to address
the issue. We also raised the theme of platform integrity with Kara Hurst, chief sustainability officer, at an ESG
conference dinner discussion in November 2019 and with lead independent director Jonathan Rubinstein on
a call in December 2019. We were reassured that the Amazon board was aware of the allegations around the
integrity of both review scores on the site, plus the customer-centricity of the product ranking algorithm. In its
discussions with management, it had been given assurances that customer experience and trust continued to be
fundamentally central to Amazon’s approach to all of its businesses.

Facebook – Data governance and content stewardship
Data privacy and content stewardship have been the key governance issues for management at Facebook since
long before the 2018 challenges with third-party access to data. Baillie Gifford has engaged with management
on a number of occasions regarding the oversight of these issues, most recently following the Cambridge
Analytica revelations. We received an extensive update from the CEO on the changes that have been made
to improve data governance. We also received an update on the related but somewhat different challenge of
‘content stewardship’: how Facebook monitors and controls user and third-party content, covering issues such
as political manipulation, fake news and illegal or unethical content. More recently, Baillie Gifford met CEO
Mark Zuckerberg and vice president of Global Policy Management, Monica Bickert to discuss regulatory
pressure and public sentiment as part of a broader conversation.
Our overall impression is that having attempted to contain issues around content and privacy, Facebook is
beginning to grasp them. Additionally, given the privacy plan posted by Mark Zuckerberg entitled ‘A PrivacyFocused Vision for Social Networking’, the way in which Facebook is addressing concerns seems appropriate
and we look forward to continued progress and discussions around these complex issues.
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JD.com – Governance
We engaged with JD’s management team to encourage three developments that we believe would lead to more
effective corporate governance. The first was to amend the company’s Articles of Association to enable the
continuation of business in the absence of the chief executive. Second, we wanted to see a further strengthening
of the board of directors with experienced individuals and greater diversity. Finally, we suggested that
management could benefit from inviting discussion with long-term shareholders on key company decisions,
either through a formal Annual General Meeting (AGM) or via investor days. The company responded
positively to our approach, and at a meeting in September in which we discussed our suggestions, the company
stated that it was actively considering whether to hold an AGM. Our next step is to meet the company again in
2020 to catch up with them on the progress made.

CyberAgent – Board independence
For several years, we have been engaging with CyberAgent to push for the appointment of more independent
directors on the company board. We explained to the company that we would like to see more truly
independent directors (rather than long-serving former statutory auditors) ahead of the 2018 AGM and were
then disappointed when the AGM proposals revealed that CyberAgent was proposing to reduce the influence
of independent directors by appointing three new inside directors. We opposed the election of the three new
inside directors at the 2018 AGM and engaged again with CyberAgent in 2019 to explain our rationale.
We emphasised the heightened governance expectations that go hand in hand with the company’s continued
growth, with demonstrably increased independence at board level now a clear priority.
We were therefore disappointed to find that no new independent directors had been appointed for election to
the board at the 2019 AGM. Having abstained on the election of the president as he is also the chairman, and as
such is responsible for board composition; we continued our opposition against the inside directors who were
appointed in 2018; and we continued to oppose the election of the chair of the audit committee and the two
outside directors who were previously on the statutory audit committee. We plan to engage with CyberAgent to
encourage increased independence on the board well ahead of the next AGM.

Sartorius Stedim Biotech – Governance
Prior to taking a holding in Sartorius Stedim Biotech (SSB) we engaged with management to better understand
any potential governance risks arising from investing in this majority-owned subsidiary vehicle of Sartorius
AG. We wanted to understand more about the independence and effectiveness of the non-executive directors
(NEDs) at SSB, along with the remuneration structure. While we were suitably satisfied with the protections
in place to take a holding, we decided to add SSB to our engagement priority list to encourage further
developments in the governance of SSB, in particular pushing for the SSB NEDs to have more say in the
remuneration of the co-CEO.
Although operational performance at SSB has been impressive since we bought the shares, we decided to
follow up on some of the ongoing governance themes in August 2019. We have been concerned by rising
levels of dissent at its AGM over the past few years. While this doesn’t pose an operational problem given
the Sartorius AG voting control, we do not believe that is helpful to see persistently high levels of opposition
to AGM items from minority holders. We had a detailed discussion with management about the various
aspects of the SSB’s governance which tend to be viewed negatively by third-party proxy voting advisory
services. It is the latter’s recommendations which seem to drive a significant part of the dissenting votes at
SSB. The company are actively engaging with ISS and Glass Lewis to improve understanding of its approach
to governance, and are committed to encouraging it to make amendments to its approach, where practical.
Improved disclosure will certainly help, and we urged management to focus on that area specifically. We also
had a useful discussion about the environmental trade-offs between single use and reusable medical equipment,
and we were impressed by SSB detailed knowledge and understanding of this aspect of its business.
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And some we sold...

Martin Marietta – Environmental reporting
We engaged with Martin Marietta over a number of years to
encourage the company to improve its environmental reporting
and disclosure. While the company has undoubtedly improved
its reporting on sustainability more generally, it still does not
provide any company-wide data on carbon emissions. We took
the decision to sell Martin Marietta for Global Stewardship in
May 2019.

Ryanair – Labour relations and governance
Baillie Gifford have been engaging with Ryanair extensively
over several years regarding its approach to managing a range of
governance and workplace issues. Whilst the company have made
limited progress on both governance and labour relations issues,
after repeated interactions with management we were frustrated
by the leadership culture at the firm and unconvinced by the depth
of its commitment to improving stakeholder relations over the
long term. We also took the decision to sell Ryanair for Global
Stewardship clients in May 2019.

© NurPhoto/Getty Images
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Proxy Voting

Proxy Voting
We believe that ‘active ownership’ of our clients’ holdings is just as important as
selecting the right investments in the first place. Proxy voting at company meetings
is one of the key active engagement tools available to us to support, and where
necessary, influence or challenge the management teams of the companies we invest
in on behalf of our clients.
Our Governance and Sustainability analysts work closely with the investors to achieve a
collaborative, thorough and case-by-case approach to proxy voting. Through monitoring future
meetings, reviewing relevant research materials and recent engagement activity, combined
with opening a dialogue with companies where necessary, we ensure a thoughtful and precise
approach to proxy voting. We are mindful of the individual intricacies of each of our holdings,
and as such fundamentally oppose the idea of taking a ‘tick box’ approach to proxy voting, given
the complexities that can arise due to a company’s individual circumstances, or because of our
particular outlook for the business.
In 2019 we voted at 68 company meetings, out of a total of 71 portfolio holdings. The company
meetings where we chose not to vote were due to the stock being sold or the practice of ‘blocking’,
whereby local regulations restrict us from selling shares for a limited period when votes have been
cast for a meeting. If we do not believe there to be any material voting items on these ballots we
prefer not to vote the shares to retain the flexibility to sell at short notice, if required.
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Out of a total of 811 separate ballot item votes, 91 per cent (740) were cast in support,
while 7 per cent (60) were cast against and 1 per cent (8) were cast as abstentions.
This highlights the fact that we tend to support the vast majority of management
resolutions at our holdings throughout the year. This may seem somewhat passive,
but it is exactly what you would expect of Global Stewardship: we set out to invest
in the best and most sustainable companies in the world, backing management teams
that we favour. We will also typically have engaged with the company on a number of
occasions to pass on our views regarding a range of issues, and these are often taken into
account by management ahead of issuing AGM ballots. It would therefore be somewhat
unusual if we were voting down large numbers of resolutions. In the limited number of
cases where we vote against management, either by opposing a management resolution
or supporting a shareholder proposal against management’s recommendation, this would
typically follow engagement with management.

Overall Statistics 2019

For: 91% (740)
Abstain: 1% (8)
Against: 7% (60)
No Vote: 0% (3)
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Management Resolutions: Breakdown of Voting Activity
The charts below provide a breakdown of Global Stewardship’s voting activity
throughout 2019, across a number of different resolution types, with an
example of our thought process in each category.

Remuneration

Share Issuance /
Share Repurchase

Against: 16% (13)

Against: 7% (3)

For: 84% (69)

For: 93% (39)

Example
Celgene

Just Group

We opposed a resolution at Celgene’s AGM
relating to executive remuneration as we
believe that excise tax gross-ups are out
of line with prevailing market practice.

We opposed a Just Group proposal that
gave the company the right to issue up to
two-thirds of its issued share capital via a
rights issue. We do not believe that it is in
our clients’ best interests to forego the
right to vote on a large rights issue at an
Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM).
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Allocation of Income

Election of Directors

Shareholder Resolutions

Against: 4% (1)

Against: 1% (3)

Against: 83% (215)

For: 96% (24)

For: 97% (453)

For: 17% (5)

Abstain: 2% (8)

Misumi

CyberAgent

Fastenal

We opposed the low dividend payment as
we believed that Misumi’s capital strategy
was not in the interests of shareholders.

We opposed the election of two outside
CyberAgent directors and four inside
directors, due to ongoing concerns over
board independence.

We supported a shareholder proposal
requiring the publication of an annual
diversity report. We are in favour of
increased firm-level disclosure and
transparency regarding diversity when
it does not compromise employee
confidentiality.
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Supporting the Energy Transition

Supporting the energy transition:
active investment management
at work
Will we be eating less meat, substituting with vegetable or
lab-grown alternatives, or will we just have intensified our
animal rearing? Will our abundant renewable electricity system
be balanced by batteries, or will hydrogen have emerged as a
What can we be pretty sure about in this world? It’s highly electrified: massive new energy vector linking both points of production
this energy source will meet around 40 per cent of our end needs, and time of use? Will transportation between regions and across
a doubling from today. Even more of us live in cities: perhaps 70
continents have gone low carbon and continued to boom,
per cent - an extra two billion - will be urban dwellers. We are yet or will video-links, virtual reality and 3D printing have
more resource efficient: not only per capita, but absolutely, we will optimised efficiency?
need fewer primary resources to meet our needs. Less positively,
we’ve failed to stem the increase in global temperatures fast enough. Back to today. The Paris Agreement of December 2015 failed to
At plus 2oC over pre-industrial levels, our water levels are higher, mark the step-change in global policy needed for dramatic
emission reduction. In 2020, there remain many barriers, from
and a warmer, more energetic weather system delivers more
plain inertia to outright denial, but there is also unprecedented
extremes. We’ve had to adapt our locations and our lifestyles.
There’s a huge industry recapturing atmospheric CO2, or somehow awareness among politicians, companies and ordinary folk around
the world. As we navigate the depths of the Covid-19 crisis, it feels
neutralising its greenhouse effect.
like another chance at a major inflection point. How are we at
Beyond this, what else should we perhaps expect? The cost of
Global Stewardship, as active asset managers, responding to the
carbon will have risen – both through direct taxes and regulation
challenge of supporting this energy transition?
limiting its emission – but we don’t know whether this will have
happened gradually, or through a late, dislocating government reaction.
It is the 2050s. We’ve achieved Net Zero: our annual emissions of
carbon dioxide and methane are back in balance with the capacity
of nature – land, trees, oceans – to absorb them.
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Supporting the Energy Transition

First, we do our homework. At its root, global warming is just a pollution problem. As a species
we’ve solved many of these – mostly by bringing the pollutant inside the economic system. In the
jargon, we’ve stopped the free riders from damaging public goods. The trick with this particular
challenge is that cause and effect are distant over time and geography, and it demands a total
reconfiguration of our system of energy inputs and the way we use them. Tie that up with many,
many vested interests and you have our current predicament.
Our first job as investors is to understand what needs to change (what will that Net Zero world likely
look like: what will we need more of, what less of), and to support a freely flowing competitive,
market-led response. We need to think long term, be prepared to back innovation, and engage to
encourage the reallocation of capital. We will also need to recognise that the complexity of the
transition will throw up anomalies. Sometimes ‘green’ products and services will look expensive,
sometimes the ‘black’ will look cheap. We’ll need to be clear about our investment framework to
navigate this volatility.
Second, we focus on corporate governance – principally management, disclosure and alignment.
On management, this does not mean demanding that one outfit suits all seasons. For the purposes
of the energy transition there are two types of companies: innovators and incumbents. For the
latter, engaging to ensure board diversity, independent thinking and scenario planning are critical.
Best practice corporate governance should maximise the chance that these companies prepare for
and support change. For the innovators creating the transformational new products and processes,
different governance may be optimal. We are backing founder-based models generating unrivalled
solutions for a Net Zero world at holdings such as Alphabet and Tesla. Here we engage not to
change their internal structures, but as a critical friend bringing independent thought to the social
challenges their growth brings.
For all companies, we push for the disclosure of relevant metrics (you can’t change what you don’t
measure). Right now, that means a focus on full chain (Scope 3) CO2 emissions, methane and
electricity use. We are also alert for mismatches between external statements and internal actions.
This could be one set of assumptions for oil or carbon pricing in strategy presentations, but another
for internal project sanction or book values. It could be membership of industry associations that
work against climate policy, or excessive political donations seeking to distort the democratic process.
The third leg is to support innovation – and the open markets that maximise the chance of success
(demonstrated by holdings such as MarketAxess, Shopify or Hong Kong Exchanges). Some innovators
will require investor patience as they prepare and then accumulate market share (Tesla, Lyft, Zoom,
Illumina). They may also disrupt existing businesses and patterns of employment. While sociopolitical systems will need to adjust for these changes, we may need to engage with our holdings to
ensure they reinvest in the societies that support them (as we have with Amazon or JD.com). If they
don’t recognise and address these issues head on, they (and their innovations) may be undermined
by excessive regulatory responses, or a basic loss of customer trust and goodwill. The issue-critical
example of this is big data and connectivity. Both are vital to deep electrification and leaps in energy
efficiency – but both challenge privacy and competitive markets.
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Fourth, we need to encourage capital reallocation at incumbents. There are stalwarts of the existing
economy that have the capital and (potentially) the knowhow to build the products to take us to
Net Zero. We hold companies that have recognised this opportunity: TSMC, Fanuc, NVIDIA,
Schindler, and Kubota to name just a few. We are on the look-out for more holdings that could play
this role. We don’t hold Big Oil, but we are conscious of the positive role this sector could play in
accelerating the transition were it to redirect its finances, relationships and people to the task. Such a
change would not be simple, it probably also demands that it shrinks a bit first, but we are on watch
for the right management team.
It’s among the incumbent group that we have to work hardest at identifying the unexpected impacts
of a rising cost of carbon. The first round of corporate climate disclosures has given us a measure
of direct carbon footprints (see page 42), but this metric is far too narrow. If not used intelligently it
can lead to conclusions that are just plain wrong: many is the “climate aware” index fund that has
been tripped up by the fact that ExxonMobil has a very low direct carbon footprint!
Good analysis requires that we go beyond a company’s own direct emissions. We need to understand
where in the value chain companies encounter carbon. Is it upstream in supplied goods, which may
generate rising input costs (hence Apple’s work to reduce the carbon intensity of the aluminium
used by its iPhone manufacturers)? Is it downstream, where customers will switch to products that
are lower carbon in use or disposal? This is clearly to the disadvantage of the Auto manufacturers
relative to Tesla, but it’s an issue we must keep front of mind at retailers of high-volume fashion
or furniture (where we hold Zalando and Wayfair).
The big physical supply chains of conventional companies will also be intrinsically more exposed
to the actual changes in weather and water levels – as will lenders we hold such as First Republic
or Svenska Handelsbanken. We need to make sure that management teams are anticipating these
threats and communicating with their stakeholders on adaptation. To encourage best practice,
we look out for examples of leadership (TSMC’s physical reporting stands out) and invest in
research from specialists such as 427.
Lastly, we need to do what’s right ourselves, closest to home. That means stretching Baillie Gifford’s
own environmental initiatives: our current targets include 200 per cent annual carbon offsetting
and a 50 per cent reduction in emissions per employee by 2025. With companies such as Microsoft
setting even higher goals, we shouldn’t be satisfied with our efforts to date. In our core business,
we need to reinforce the efforts of regulatory initiatives, such as the Taskforce on Climate-related
Financial Disclosure (TCFD). More broadly, we support the positive potential of innovation and
competitive markets. This needs effective policy to bring carbon pollution into the economic system:
carbon pricing looks like an essential part of a market-led tool kit for Net Zero.
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– ...Our direct carbon footprint is a
mere 5 per cent of the benchmark,
hence our portfolio is well aligned
with benchmarks for the 2015
Paris agreement to limit global
temperature increases to 1.5oC

Quantifying Carbon

Quantifying Carbon
We’ve discussed our approach to decarbonisation and the energy transition in the previous article.
Supporting efforts to mitigate climate change forms a core part of our stock selection and requires
in-depth analysis of the risks and opportunities within each business model.
In this section, we provide the data on our comparative direct carbon footprint. This measures what
are known as Scope 1 and 2 emissions (produced directly by a company’s activities or related to
the electricity it consumes) and sets the total against total revenues and/or market capitalisation.
This can then be compared with the emissions intensity of our benchmark.
As discussed, these direct metrics are much too narrow to provide a genuine indicator of winners
and losers in the years ahead. They do, however, provide a useful first pass in terms of the
portfolio’s exposure to big direct emitters. It identifies those companies for whom explicit
emissions reduction targets are an absolute priority – and gives us a base for initial engagement.
Our direct carbon footprint is a mere 5 per cent of the benchmark, hence our portfolio is well aligned
with benchmarks for the 2015 Paris agreement to limit global temperature increases to 1.5oC. We do
hold a small number of businesses that we would consider to be ‘carbon intensive’. However, we are
comfortable that these holdings are in sectors that we believe are essential across the economy,
and where management are working hard to minimise the carbon intensity of their business models.
Our top three holdings by direct emissions are Hon Hai, TSMC and DMG Mori. Each one of these
are producing the components required for improved energy efficiency and resource productivity.
Each is making progress in terms of increasing their use of renewable energy, and we will continue
to encourage them to accelerate this process.
More interesting for us as investors is the exposure of our holdings to emissions all along the
value chain. These indirect emissions are known as Scope 3, and these occur upstream in product
creation and downstream in product use and disposal. As carbon increases in price, this will impact
the margins along this chain, and we need to understand its impact on our holdings: can they
pass on costs; might they see margin expansion or contraction as a result? Unfortunately, Scope 3
disclosures are not uniform, and cannot be accurately reported by company. While we can confirm
that our portfolio has far below average exposure at the Scope 3 level, exact impacts are just one
of the complexities of our overall investment analysis. Examples of companies where we must
weigh up these relative exposures include Tesla (emitting carbon to make a low-carbon product),
or Amazon (utilising energy-intensive data centres and distribution networks, but for potentially
greater efficiency and carbon savings).
The analysis tool yourSRI.com has been used to calculate the ‘carbon footprint’ of the Global
Stewardship portfolio.
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Quantifying Carbon

Our Carbon Footprint

In Paris in 2015,

195

countries

For every £1m invested in
Global Stewardship,

9.4 tCO2e

is emitted by the portfolio holdings

committed to make
efforts to limit the
increase in global
average temperature to
2ºC, but ideally 1.5ºC

This is in comparison to

175.0 tCO2e

if the same amount was invested
in a benchmark tracker

Therefore, a £1 million investment in Global Stewardship has a carbon footprint akin to –

1.8 passenger
vehicles driven for
one year

1.4 average UK
homes energy use
in a year

19.7 barrels of oil
consumed

Investing £1m in Global Stewardship rather than an index tracker is
equivalent to taking 36 average passenger vehicles off the road
As at 31 December 2019.
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Others, 24.3

Hon Hai Precision, 19.9

Misumi, 2.6

TSMC, 14.6

Amazon, 2.9
Carmax, 3.7
Novozymes, 3.9
Softbank, 5.0

DMG Mori, 11.5

JD.com, 5.6

Kubota, 6.0

Top contributors to carbon intensity in the Global Stewardship portfolio (%), 31 December 2019

Portfolio carbon intensity

21.1 tCO2e

Benchmark carbon intensity

267.2 tCO2e

The largest contributors to carbon intensity of the Global Stewardship portfolio during 2019

1. Hon Hai

61.9 tCO2e

2. TSMC

314.1 tCO2e

3. DMG Mori

44.1 tCO2e

tCO2e = Tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent. A measure which allows a comparison of the emissions of other greenhouse gases relative to one unit of CO2.
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Exlusions

Exclusions
Global Stewardship uses data feeds from Sustainalytics and MSCI to exclude harmful sectors from
its investible universe.
Sector-based exclusions screen companies against their core business purpose. The strategy will
not invest in any companies that derive more than 10 per cent of their annual revenues from the
production or sale of tobacco, armaments or alcohol, gambling or adult entertainment related
activities and fossil fuel extraction.
A second performance-based screen assesses companies against the 10 widely recognised and
endorsed principles of the United Nations Global Compact for business, which cover human rights,
labour rights, environmental safeguards, and combatting bribery and corruption.
These exclusions give clients comfort that their assets will not be invested in companies with
primary activities that are harmful to the planet or society and we can confirm that, as at
31 March 2020, the portfolio complied with these rules.

Rule-based

Principle based

Exclude companies that derive more than 10%
of their annual income from:

Un Global Compact Principles for
Responsible Business:

Alcohol

Fossil Fuels

Tobacco

Human Rights

Labour

Adult
Entertainment

Armaments

Gambling

Environment

Anti-Corruption
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Contacts
GlobalStewardshipCDGroup@bailliegifford.com

Gareth Roberts
Director, Clients Department
0131 275 2729

Alasdair McHugh
Director, Clients Department
0131 275 2433

Amy Atack
Director, Clients Department
0131 275 2205
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